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THE CHALLENGE

Giving visibility to experts
Lisa, a communications officer, is trying to give more visibility to 

members of Réseaus C.U.R.I.E., to make them known to businesses 

and to the general public. A broader goal is to make jobs in the sector 

more widely recognised.

The association has chosen to use video for its communications, with 

the aim of producing engaging content that attracts the interest of 

the general public.

THE CLIENT

An association dedicated to 
the promotion of research
Réseau C.U.R.I.E. federates organisations 
that promote French public research with 
the aim of advocating, developing and 
professionalising the transfer of 
technologies, know-how and skills from 
the public sector to the business world.

"My favourite feature of Kannelle is being able to 
choose colours, music and themes to make my video 
look super professional, and I can do so very 
quickly.”

Lisa
Communications Officer

Company visual



THE SOLUTION

Kannelle to create videos simply and on a budget
The association chose Kannelle to equip its members across 190 

public structures throughout France. The simple and economical use 

of the video solution allows any research advocate to create a video 

independently and without any particular skill.

THE EXAMPLE 

Portrait of a research advocate 
Every month, a member is highlighted on social media. 

In this video, Germain, a member of Réseau C.U.R.I.E. working at the 

University of Technology of Troyes, talks about his job and his 

involvement in the association.

Germain Malnoury - UTT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rN_KZqRiW0&ab_channel=R%C3%A9seauCURIE


Kannelle, the video solution for all!

Kannelle is a complete solution dedicated to business video creation. 

With the Kannelle app, available on iOS and Android, any employee 

can create a professional video in 15 minutes. Its main features are:

 

●  A library of customisable business video scenarios

●  Assisted filming

●  Automatic edits using the company's visual identity

●  Automatically generated animations and subtitles

 

Our solution also includes a web-based platform to manage 

users, visual identities and custom scenarios to ensure that 

every piece of content is on brand. Finally,  Kannelle’s Love 

Office is there to inspire and support you.

 

With Kannelle, video is simple and accessible to all, without 
specific skills!

Contact us
📱  +33 (0)1 84 60 02 66 💌 hello@kannelle.io 🛸  kannelle.io/en/
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